DIGITAL NEVER
FELT SO GRAND
CLAVINOVA CLP-725

REAL GRAND
EXPRESSION 2

Yamaha Clavinova CLP-700 series converts the slightest variations in touch into a limitless range
of sound that captures your individuality as a musician. Thanks to the latest technology, CLP-700
series is as close to acoustic grand pianos as never before. They offer a more wonderful playing
experience and taking your expectations of what a digital piano can do to higher heights. The
CLP-725 now completes the Clavinova CLP-700 series.

PLAYABILITY
Featuring the GrandTouch-STM keyboard
with a broad dynamic range of touch and
response on the level of a grand piano.
Excellent consistency and nuanced
expression give the pianist the utmost
control over touch.

SENSITIVITY
Grand Expression Modeling is a ground-breaking new technology that enables the
pianist to use their techniques to produce the limitless tonal variation unique to grand
pianos. The ability to vary the intensity and speed of touch to produce different tones
adds another dimension to the joy of musical expression.

SOUND QUALITY
The Clavinova CLP-725 faithfully reproduces the dynamic range and diverse tone variation
of the powerful, brilliant Yamaha CFX, and the Bösendorfer Imperial with its rich tones and
natural-feeling resonance. Virtual Resonance Modeling (VRM) intricately simulates the
full sympathetic sounds created by the overlapping resonance of the strings and body of
a grand piano. The exquisite piano sound makes every song sound great.

DIGITAL NEVER
FELT SO GRAND
GRAND EXPRESSION MODELING
The interaction and interplay of the
hammers, dampers, and strings inside
a grand piano respond to the subtlest
nuances of the pianist’s touch, creating
a limitless range of tonal expression.
Touch refers to the pianist’s control,
not only of intensity (softness/loudness)
in playing and releasing the keys, but also
of the speed and depth with which the
keys are pressed. The Grand Expression
Modeling introduced in the CLP-700 series
translates the widely varied input from the
pianist’s fingers into the same limitless
tonal variation of a grand piano.

CLP-725 KEY-SPECS
GrandTouch-STM keyboard
with synthetic ebony and
ivory keytops

This makes it possible to vary the output
by playing the keys to different depths
and with different speeds, even when
using techniques such as trills or legato
or emphasizing the melody over the
accompaniment.

Grand Expression Modeling
Faithful simulation of the sounds
and resonance of two world
class grand pianos: CFX and
Bösendorfer Imperial

CLAVINOVA DESIGN –

CFX binaural sampling

SILHOUETTE AND VISUAL ENHANCEMENT

VRM (Virtual Resonance
Modeling)
10 Voices
Reverb
Elegant, curved front end design
Compatible with
SmartPianist app
The SmartPianist app
is available for iOS
and many Android
devices and can be
downloaded for free.

The uniform silhouette of the front end
of all models from the CLP-725 to the
CLP-795GP is a common feature of the
entire CLP series. The power indicator has
been moved from the front panel to the
on/off switch, positioned to the right of the
keyboard. The music rest has been changed

on the CLP-725 and now has the “uniform
Clavinova shape”. The design of the control
panel in the CLP-725 has also been visually
adapted to the line-up. The CLP-725 is
available in four colour variations.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

CLP-725

SOUND:

AND MORE:

CFX and Bösendorfer Imperial piano samples

Dual / Duo

CFX Binaural sampling

 Reverb

VRM (Virtual Resonance Modeling)

10 Voice Demo Songs + 50 Piano Songs*

Grand Expression Modeling

2-track recording

Smooth Release

USB TO HOST

Key-Off samples

Dual headphone jacks

256-note polyphony
10 Voices

20 W x 2 amplifiers
12 cm x 2 speaker system
Intelligent Acoustic Control (IAC)
Stereophonic Optimizer

TOUCH, PEDAL:

Music rest clips

 GrandTouch-STM keyboard with
synthetic ebony and ivory keytops
 Escapement

CLP-725
PE

WH

*The Clavinova comes with a book of music scores.
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SPECIFICATION CHART
Model Name

CLP-725
Number of Keys

Keyboard

Type

GrandTouch-S™ Keyboard: synthetic ebony and ivory keytops, escapement

Touch Sensitivity
Piano Sound
Binaural Sampling
Voices

Pedals

88

Piano Effect

Hard, Medium, Soft, Fixed
Yamaha CFX, Bösendorfer Imperial
Yes (CFX Grand only)
VRM, Grand Expression Modeling, Key-Off Samples, Smooth Release

Polyphony (max)

256

Voice Selection

10

Dual / Split / Duo

Yes / – / Yes

Number of Pedals

3: Damper (with Half-pedal function), Sostenuto, Soft

Types
Effects

Reverb: 4

Intelligent Acoustic
Control (IAC)

Yes

Stereophonic Optimizer

Yes

Preset Songs
Songs (MIDI)

Number of Songs

1

Record of Tracks

2

Storage

Internal Memory

Panel

Language

Other Functions
Connectivity

Sound System
Power Supply

approx. 960 KB
English
Metronome, Tempo Range, Transpose, Tuning, etc.

USB TO HOST

Yes

Other Connectors

PHONES x 2

Ampliﬁers

20 W x 2

Speakers

12 cm x 2

AC Adaptor

PA-300C

Power Consumption

Cabinet

10 Voice Demo Songs + 50 Classics

12 W (When using PA-300C AC adaptor)

Color Variation

Polished Ebony / Black / Dark Rosewood / White

Key Cover Style

Sliding

Music Rest

Yes, Music Rest Clips

Headphones Hanger

Size (W x D x H)
(with Music Rest Raised / Lid up)

Yes
CLP-725PE:
1,353 x 415 x 1,004 mm [53-1/4" x 16-5/16" x 39-1/2"]
CLP-725B / 725R / 725WH:
1,350 x 414 x 1,003 mm [53-1/8" x 16-5/16" x 39-1/2"]
CLP-725PE:
45 kg [99 lb, 3 oz]

Weight

Optional Accessories*

CLP-725B / 725R / 725WH:
43 kg [94 lb, 13 oz]
Headphones: HPH-150 / HPH-100 / HPH-50

*Availability of optional accessories varies by area. Additional items may be required to access certain functions. The cabinet colors and finishes shown in this brochure may appear different than those
on the actual products. Specifications and appearance are subject to change without prior notice. iPad/iPhone, microphones etc. not included where shown in images. iPad, iPhone and iPod touch are
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. GrandTouchTM is a trademark of Yamaha Corporation.

DOWNLOAD MORE INFORMATION

WATCH YOUTUBE VIDEO
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